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' : .. ' The aim of this study was to determ1ne what effects 
select~d factors had on the successful performance of 
<I 
students in Business Education and Heavy Equip~ent Opera-
tion programs at the Bay St. 'George Comm~nity College in · 
Stephenville, · Newfoundland. The ' primary question'to be 
investigated was . whether the - ro~te by· which students 
.. ' . 
·obtained their entry ~eq~irements was significant -or noL 
. . 
' The three groups of students·. in question 'wher.e . those 
school; 
.. 
who came: ( 1} .direct from puQlic (;2l through Ba~~C· . 
Training for Skil1 Development (BTSD) without Basic 
. . 
titer-acy, and (3) . through BTSD' with Basi7 L~teracy. Stu-
. . 
dents in the Heavy Equipment Operation -program cam~ through 
. . 
ill three routes whereas student~ in Business Education 
came through routes one and two only . The overall per~ 
formarl'~es ·of .these three -groups were compared, using four· 
se_lected. factors:\ route of entry, age, prior experience, : 
and accommodations~ · · 
,, 
The information for this study was extracted from the 
. . 
stud~nt files at the Bay St. George Community 
. 6 - The 
s~mple was based on the ,ll-year period from 1 
A stand~.rdized method of calculating performance s.-.ur""" .. was 
devised to ensure that a ·uniform system of 
was used for both programs. / 
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In the datA anatyses ea~h fac{or. was 
0 • 
testeii aqai'nst I . 
' I 
'\. ' . 
overall performanc::.e. of the stud~nts in each of ' ~he p_rograms' ' 
, I 
A. siql}ifican~ relationship was found between route of en_try . 
. ' . 
.. •.; 
arid ' student perfo~mance ·iP Heavy ~quipment Op~ration· but 
all other a~alyaes indicated _i.nsiqnificant relations~ips •. 
However·, in Business Eq~catiorr 'the experience factor, 
.. 
alhllough_ not ·related significantly to performance, indi-
. cated that a w.eak relationship may exist- between lack . of 
. ' 
experience and low performance • .-
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CHAPTER I ' 
. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY · . 
·In today • s society it· is very important for. people 
' to be ·trained and retrained for specifi~ occupations . . For r 
a . c:_onsiderable time governme.nts have been engaged in offer-
ing train-ing programs for many · workers, .:especially those . 
.. who are in low l~ve1 ·occupat.ions. -However-, many ~-these 
.. ,programs require, a certain level "of ·academic education 
.. 'L which has not been attained by the people. for whom they 
were originally designed. ·It has, therefore, been neces-
-. I 
sary to develop programs that will enable adults to obtain 
the leve1 ·of education :required to enter these training 
·programs. A more recent' trend is that of providing con-
. ·i . ) 
· ·current programs where an adult student is able to upgrade 
academically and learn ·a skill at• the same time. 
In Canada t,here are d ·ifferent routes and progra~s by 
- l 
' . 
.•which adults can upgrade their educational .level. In this':' · 
s_tudy_ the relative· strength_ 'Of these different rou~es is 
examined. 
l,. 
Adu1t Basic Education (ABEl and Basic Traini~g : 
for Skill Development ( BTSD) Programs 
I 
At present in Newfoundland and 4abrador there · ar_e two ... 
upgrading. ,programs availabl.e prio:;- to enrolling. in voca- . f 
tional training. These are Adult. Basic Education and Basic 
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::,. ·Essentially;· ·ABE is :a part-tim~ _evening _ progr~in 'wh,ich 
', ' jl .~· • ' 0 • '
0 
I • •: ! 'q , o : 0 ' ,' --
offers• courses ih"' th:t;ee · c;o~ areas: co~uni~ati·o~ ·ski·lls;._ 
' . . .. ·.\ . 
.m~thematics.", and ·. ~cience ,' · ~P .: to··th_e. G:~;ade X -leve~,· .stl)-. 
• • • ' • o I I , : • 
dent·s. accumulate . all "the .necessary c"redi ts from_ these . . 
• I • -'., '' , ' ' .. I' ' ' . ; :. ' ' 
three .·-~o_re : areas. ~ - fiow~ve~, fo~ 'tf\e_ · Gj~d~ ~I.I1 .l,eve~-~ _ whic)1 
requi_r-~s 36 "credi·ts,_ ~nl;~/30 may; tom~ fr~m ~l)e" c~re ·.~~·ea:·.~ ... 
' ~ 
.. 1 • 
j . 
i . 
: . 
j ~ 
' 
' . 
. r· . . : 
'l • 
.. 
l I . 
. -: · 
. ·, . •. ·. .. . : . . ' : . . ... . ,: :- . : .:f. . : . . . . . 
The other · six are. caf:~_god.zed under General _Opti·on~. and · ;-" · . o , .. 
. • ••• . ' • . , t . . • • • .... • : •• . 1 • :. , . 
.. 
. . 
.. 
' :'' 
. ' ' ~ m~y b~ ·· ta.ke~ ·.from any field :of · st~-~N . q~~~id~ .th~ · co·r~· 
. ·. 
,·: ; . 
• ~t • . ; ... 
areas. ~ ' I ' ' • I .. 
• • 6 ~ 
'• 
. \ .··.. '\ . ~ : ,', . 
BT,SD is a full-time .pJ;"Ogl="am ·which permits adul~s .. :- :{:q" > ' ' 
' I '· • ' :.-: , ···.:· 
at.te'na.,.· school on a regular day-t(>~dai basis~· The prog~.a~ : ... ·. 
' .. . . ... ,' . . . . . ~- , . . . : . . > .' ' . . . . .j , ;· • ; .: ·: • • ~ •• 
~onsis:t;s of three qo~e area's of :iristr,u~tiqnr . · c&mmunic~ti~_n..,. : :: .... 
. ~ .. · ...c~·~: 
·. -d' -·· .. 
• . • • -~ t : • ' • • 'f'• • • 
skil,ls, mathem":tics, _~and' scien·ce, and is ·or'ganized for .the' 
. J ; -~~-
ll'·:: ' 
:: . .. 
student with a · s~ecd:fc- vocati.cinal .·goal". :, -
• 0 • •• 
.Th'e BTSD pro9ra:~ 
~ ;, .. 
was set up . for students with educ.ati.cih~l levels t _anging 
-from Grade v to Grade XI . 
. ' . . 
Th~se two · programs a~e similar in 1that . thei~ core 
areas are identical. Tl)e courses in each program are also . 
ascrib~d 'a number of specif.ic obj.ectives and) st:ud'ent~ 
1 • ' • • ~ • 
~ f~ J • : • . 
progre·ss on compl.etion of these objectives. In each cas~· ... : 
' ' I , •• 
the grades achi-eved are consi.dered e .quivalent ~o high .. · \ . . t" :~ 
. , .. .' . 
sc~ool ~grades .a~d are accep~able as pre-entry re9ufre~en~~ . · 
.; 
for the v~riou~ vocational ·courses. 
. . . 
. ·, 
· Despite these similarities there is also a number of 
. characteristics t-hat .set . them apart. , I '• , . These· are .: · .. . 
···• : . . 
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(1) the goals of ABE are broader than those of•BTS~i 
( 2) . ' Aa·E ~s a part-time program and a portion of the 
cost of administe~ing it is the responsibility of the 
· student, wh~reas BTSti is a . full-t{me program funded totally 
by the Government of Canadai and: 
.. . (3) ABE is administered by the Oivisi"on of Adult and 
' q 
Continuing Education, whereas BTSD is administered by the 
'Division ~f Technical and Vocational Edupation.· 
Basic Literacy 
•· · ~ .~ - -:. :.··<:·sh'ort-iy· ·after ·the :·BTSD progr~ was develaped and in 
_ ~ide · u·se throughout the, col,lntry, it was determined tha-t 
. · · ~ ·· t~ere-~was· - ~ large number of . illiterate adu~ts ~o· ~ere' 
, 
.. 
...-... . 
.. 
.· 
" unable to enter the BTSD~program. In the early 1970's 
'£n· response to this need, ~ Basic Literacy 'program was 
. 
fieveloped as a "stepping· stone" to BTSD. It ·concentrated 
prill\arily on 'c,?mmunication .skills but also i~c!"ud.ed ·basic 
mathematical concepts. 
Th~bughout the 1970's this program provided an oppor-
t~nity for many illiterate adults to return ±o school and 
upgrade ·to a level whereby they could qualify for the BTSD , . 
progr.am. At the time of this study, the ·Basic Literacy 
program was still popular; However, {~ the intervening 
• period, as a result of chan~es in ~anada Ma~power policy, 
.this prog~am has been con~iderably reduced. 
(• 
f . Three Routes to Training 
. ~ ' .. ..... .. 
· The 'training pr~grams for the -various trades have .dif-
' ferevt grade~entry requirements. For example, · to enroll 
~ 
.· 
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4 
in a Heavy Equipment Operation course a student must have 
I 
completed Grade VIII; for a Motor Vehicle Repair cou~se 
the requirement is Gr'ade X; and, for Business Education 
I 
courses the requirement is : Grade XI. 
· .. Adult students'. in Newfoundland -and Labrador who w1shed 
'-.;, . 
to t 'ake vocational training cou'rses could acquire the entry. 
requirements in .one of three ways: ( 1-) the public school 
system. (students · could complete the requfred grade-entry 
before ~eaving school); . (2) the BTSD program (students who· 
dropped out of the public school system could ·enroll in . 
the 'BTSD "progra~.and - proceed · to compl~te the ~rade-entr~ 
. . . 
requirement); and, (3) the Sasic Literacy program (students 
who -had dropped out of school,at a low ·level could-renroll 
in· the Sasic Literacy PfOgram, progress to BTSD and com-
plete ~he grade-entry re9ui~ernent) ~- . 
In the 'more recent "concu~rent training" prdgrarns, . 
. . 
. . 
. students are not required to take BTSD prior to enrolling 
- ~ 
· in a .vocational course . . ·However, ~he; two pr9grams 
described above are sti11 in operation and may be for some 
time to c'ome. 
A question arises 
of e~tr; to !vo~ation~l 
among the t~ree groups 
the vocational . co~es? 
l . . 
from conside~ation ~f· the· three routes 
training:_ A·re there differences 
of students in their· ~' performance, in 
In oth·er word_s, do the three 
. . \ 
routes differ in the extent to which they prepare students • 
· for the · vocational courhes?. 
- . 
•., 
/ 
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Thi·s question was of primary interest to the writer 
in c.onducting the s~udy herein reported '• In addition, 
another question \..ras studied: What factors contribute to. · · 
th~ succ~ss ~~students in .the vocati6nal cour~es? . 
I~ would app~ar ·that very . little . mate~ial is · ~vailabl' 
on· · the relative effectiveness of these programs. 
. •, 
'In a publication from ·rn.formation . Canada, Who Knows. ~ 
. . . 
(1973), it is stated: 
Ev'fim Saskatchewan NewStart Inc.·, which pro- · 
' duced the greatest body of material in this 
field [adult· basic education], was aware that ' 
its evaluative'procedures had concentrated 
on the improvement of its pr9grams rather 
than on ' proving how effective .they w~re. (p.71) 
In another Information Canada publication, Achieving 
Occupational Competence ( 197 4) ,. refer:e~ce is: _made to the: 
lack of evidence indicating that completing ABE progr~ms 
affects the·results of occupational training programs. 
Shearo~ (19701, in disciussing the evaluation of adult 
prog~ams, emphasized the need 
to determine the 
• • • to provide 
effectiveness in 
.tinued support. 
impact of ·Adult Basic Education 
proof of their legitimacy and · 
order to ju~tify. ~oqiety's con- · 
(p. 15) 
More follow-up studies are therefore required ·.to 
'_;.., v 
determine whet!her the p.dult education programs ·. in . cana~a . 
. ar~ as effective as the public .school system ·in prepar~g 
I ' • 
students for occupational training~ 
Informati~n gathered from this ]study may assist per-
. i ' 
sonnel working with curriculum, budtetin~, admi~sion 
requirements, and counselling se~~ices • . A~so~ this st~dy 
.· ... · 
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compl~te jdy of th~ adult learners 6 inay promote a more. 
within Newfoundland's vocational schools, technical 
insti t:utions, adult centers, and . conununi ty colleges·. 
.. 
organization of the ~tud~ 
.. • 
Chapter I provides a brief background to the problem. _ 
C~apter It is ·a revi~~ of the researcih literature. related · 
i 
I 
to ~his ~tudy and ~xamine~ in detail the problems outlined 
r in Chapter · !. The problems, q~e~t"ions, and hypoth~ses are 
I 
presented in Ch~pter III. Ch~pier IV presents the design" 
. ' . ' 
of the study and · also e ·xplains the methods used in selecting 
~- subjects, The collections and treatment of the data are 
:also presented in this chapter. 
eses ls outlined in Chapter v. 
The testing of the hypoth- · 
A discussion of the results 
I 
~£ .... 
and · recommend-ations for further research are presented in 
Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER II 
/ 
. I 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction· 
• .r ' • 
This ~tudy . concerns three routes ~y - which .a studeat 
may :obtain the .grade-entry requirements necessary to enter 
. ' . 
a pre-employment or,.,.vocational program. 'The most familiar' 
. ~ . 
,· ' 
· rou~e is the public school· system where a _student who com- .. 
pl~~es ·the d~sired le~~l may . choos• a vocational or ~~cupa-
- .. . . . ' 
. 
''tiona! prog~a~ and·be directly enrolled in that program~ 
• • 
The Basic Training for Skill Development (BTSD) 
, . 
' . 
program provides the other two routes. This program is 
designed for students who drop . out o~ the public school. 
• • • •• 0 • • • 
system without reaching. the' level n~cess~fY to qualify for 
.. . .. 
the vocati.onal program of their. choice. Students with 
reading levels qf Grade V and above enroll .directly in the 
BTSD progra~ an~ progr~ss . to the·~equired _grade-~ntry level. 
- I 
Students with reading ;J>ility below Grad.e V must first 
complete a Basic Lit~cy program before ~ntering the BTSD 
program to complete the entry requirements. ~ 
These lakter two routes are.known throu9hout the study 
I ' . . 
• as BTSD and B~~ic ~iteracy. Both are sponsored by the 
I 
Canada Employment and \ Immigration Commission ·(CEIC) which· 
pr?vides the student with a training ·allowance whi~e attend- : 
int school. . ·, o · ' 
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Is the route "of entry a factor in the students·• 
su~qess? · Is it qetter to have completed the prerequis~tes · 
from the public school system or is it+better xo have 
\, '. 
. ..
enrolled in a prevocational course and obtafned the pre-
requisites? 
·In this chapter the views of ~~veral authors are dis~ · · 
. . . 
cuss.ed and the results from various· studies. are preserite_d 
to show the similarities ·and S}ifferences that relate to·· 
9raduates from various programs. 
Phii~sophical .F~amework 
"r> b • ' · I 
. Education and training are treated separately in ' 
.. 
::::::~on T::i ::o:~:c~:~e:::~r:::::e:::~:.J:::·::e o:::ada .. 
• Employm~nt a~d · I~iq:atiori coinmis~ion, is hJav~·l; i·~vol~ed 
. . I . 
in manpo~er training. The various levels of government 
in co:..operation with the major industries in Canada decide 
which skills are likely to · be in greatest demand throughout 
J . . 
the q__ountr,1''~ but the federal government .alone is responsible 
. (!i> . . . . . . . I . 
,, 
for .the•cost of providing the necessary! training to ~n~ure 
!I l ~ 
that these. skill~ a~e taught. . i . · 
If we com~are the aims of education with the aims of 
tra'ining, as r:-ponsored by ·the federal..government 1 it is 
evident that the purpose of general educatipn is · d-ifferent 
·.'Oj 
from that of training. ~ 
• _::;;;..-- ' I 
Bro~k~ (i972) expl~ined the . aim of th~ publlb ' school . 
. ·system is to "teach broad knowledge and . to foster broad I I . ' 
. i . 
j 
i 
I 
i 
• ! 
. ·.· .. . 
' ... :<> ·. ·- --~·:· .. :·~·i:···-7--~-: ··· : . 
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(. inte~est in order that the individual may adjust more 
rapidly. and more easily to the changes that are required .. 
(p. 160)~. 
On -the other hand, the primary function of BTSD, 
stated in BTSD Review {January 1973), :is 
.. 
to raise the basic educatiohal level of a · 
trainee in the shortest. 'time possible so · that 
he or she may achiev,p one of two aims: ( 1} . 
to Qbtain employment for which a designated 
academ~c level is a pre-Fequisite, or (2) to 
meet .the ent.rance requirements of ·a vocational 
sk:l.ll train.tng course which will prepare the · 
~rainee ~or his . d~sired occupation. (~. 18) 
as 
9 
·.These a~ms are not a contradiction of the · obje~tive of 
BTSD according to,1Lynn .(197_4), 11 to upgrad~ the educational 
qualifications of unemplo_yed or underemployed individuals 
to meet the requirements of further training courses 11 (p . 
... 
38) • 
•, 
Lynn ( 1974) stated, 11education is intended to prepa~ 
an indi~idual to perform undefin~d functions in unpreaicta~ 
ble situations [whereas] training is. interrded to prepare an 
individual to perform def.ined fun8tions in pre~ictable 
A 
.situations" (p. 38). 
-~ 
' ' However, tbe d;stinction between the two concepts is 
becoming somewha:t .blurred. ..For example, Tremblay ( 19.75), 
a,n instructor "with the ·youvil'le- Regional School Board in 
Quebec, explained that the role of tha school should be' 
changing_ because it is no longer ·adequate 
-to make youths into ad~lts whq match the behav-
ior of .other adults~ The capacity to adjust to 
change is . more irnportant J As a resul~ of 
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~ . this "new pedagogical system" he stresses 
that the aims should be:. ( 1) to develop the 
individual, (2) to make him acquire the 
ability to act and to come to terms with 
change, and (3) to make him autonomous and . · 
responsible. · (p. 9) 
. . '.:'' 
Giles and Conti (1978), · in advocatihg a union of 
. . 
.vocational education and Adult Basic Education {ABE), 
. . . i 
stated that.. - j 
i 
. education · is more than just preparing people 
·'for the needs that industry is currently ... · · 
·vocalizing. It is a process of helping people 
find a li_fe .r;>ath, of provid~ng; them ' the oppor-
tunity .·to leisurely select a p~th that~l . 
serve their total needs in a modern technoc~acy 
. and for pro.vidirig them .with the . tools for ·sur-
mounting restricting sociological and psycho-:-
log:i.cal barriers - ~ •.. education · is, in short , 
learning to learn. ( p. ·1 0 ) • 
If we look at the objectives of ABE · as published by-
·Information Canada in The Adult \ Learner (1974), we see a 
10 
.· ' . 
· d~finite parallel to _that of education in general is 'tated · 
by Page (1978)', Brook.e (1972), and Tremblay (1975). These 
o~ves _ as stated ar~: 
(1) to help adults acquire communication and 
computational skills neca~sary to meet their 
needs, (2) to raise the ·~Qt~l ·education level . -
o£ .adults with an objective of making them 
more independent citizen~· (3) tr improve the 
adults' ability to benefit from occupational 
training, <. 4) to increa'!lp opportunity for more 
productive and profitab~e employment, and (5) 
to make adults .better able to meet their 
responsibilities. . (p , 8) 
The Adult Student 
In addition to these apparent differences of philosophy 
and aims, another factor which may :affect .the routes in 
· que~·ti~ri is . that of adult l earner characterist ics • 
'i 
I 
. \ 
l 
I 
.. 
. ...... . ..................... IJ:I......_d.a. - ~ · 
'. ( '. -· , 
·.~ . : ·. ' ;' ' . 
II 
l. 
l 
I 
. \ . 
' t - ' 
' 
'" The adult learners are different from pre-ad~lt 
learners because they do not have the time, inclination or 
motivation to sit and learn specific subjects which may or 
.~ \ . 
may not be useful to them in thf!r,fiuture. The pre-adult 
learn~..f~ adult lea;~er have many similad~ies w!ten 
- p 
considering such principles of learning as reinforcement, 
' . 
feedback, sitlsfa6t~on, and activity (Thorndike, 1928), 
:but adults have other character.istics that set them apart 
. . : , I . . . 
from the pre-adu!'t. l Brooke (1972), Ab,ramson (1976), and 
. . . ~ . . . . ~ 
. I . 
_Jia1lantyne ( 1977) agreed that most adult lear·ners have the 
following characteristics: 
11 
(1) They are volunteer learners who ·enroll because they 
want to, whe~as children are compelled by law to be in 
: school until a · certain age. The advantage -to this for the 
adult teachers · is that it provides a more effective learning 
· . 0 environment but the disadvantage is that the adult learner 
-·:>-------:- . ' 
i 
. ' 
' . 
will discontinue 'the program if the teacher's behavior, 
\ . .'1 
the classroom ac~vities or other features of the program 
· ar.e not acceptable . 
. 
( 2 ) They .. have much mor~ experi'ence. They know about 
. ', 
~ ~. . . . 
~nd have met many ~xperiences, ~ften more than those of the 
teacher. Consequently, they are more skeptical and ev.alua--
tive. \. ,, 
' ( 3) They _have many concerns that are different from 
... ·~ 
those~ of the pre-adult lear_ner. They qu~ t 'e '.fre11uently have 
family and work responsibilities. The· pre-adult ma¥ _be. 
still struggling with ado1escence . while the adult may be 
II ! 
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t · ying to understand his/her own child's adolescence. ;;---
' I 
. \ ' . (4) They' are more independent\and fesponsible. They 
·~ve!a psychological ,need to be treated with . respe~t and 
t4_be perceive~as having the ability ~o run their dwn 
liyes • . The~_ .. ,avoid situations where :they are treated like .. ·· 
chlldren. 
\ 
\ , Demog~aphic In~6~~ation ·· .. 
! In · considering . such~demographic infor~ation as students' 
I · I • . age~ ;sex, . an~ family b~c~ground· , · very ~itt~e literature is 
available on th~ adult student~ and even less on the adult 
' . . 
who \successfully completes a vocational or occupational ·. 
i 
cour.se. 
' 
However, ~ number of studies have been completed 
on t~e reasons why students drop out of school. A brief 
i. 
look\, at~'this literature may 
teristi ·a of those students 
this 're,earch in Canada are 
point out some of the charac-· . f 
i 
who do succeeq. Relative .to / 
I 
• I 
the Technical and Vocational ' 
Training Assistance-Act of 1961, the Adult Occupational li 
-I 
Training Act of 1967, and the National Training'· Act of 1982. 
These acts of the federal government have provi~ed\ training . 
assistance to adults · who returned to school to comp·lete pre-
vocational and vocational courses. This incentive has per-
, . 
mitted many more adults . to return . to .school on a full-time 
.basis. ' ' However, 'it has also added anotherielement to the 
motivational factors concerning their return. · For example, 
the enrollment increased from less than 10,000 persons in · 
1960 to 36,000 in 1963, and 70,000 in 1965·. There has been, 
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' . . however~ ?t· ·Considerable rate of dropout and failure. 
A study by Forsyth and Nini~ger (1966) - stated that. the 
.. failure rate in these early years was betw~~n 61% a~ ~arnia 
and 34% at Cornwall ~nd Welland. Also, in 1981-82 in the 
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador the failure rate for 
BTSD was 33 .. 3% (Annl,lal Statistical Bui1etin : 1981-8.2, 1983) .. 
I ' I I 
This r.eport informs. u's a.1sb tha-t · for the same year in ·canada · . 
there were 15,471 BTSD stu?e~ts who compl~ted, and_ 6,486 .who. 
d:i.scontinu.ed \he program;· ~hat is, there was . a . failure rate 
. ; 
... 
.. , 
.... BTtAn 1981-82 was . approxi-
not so much '· to ascertain the reasons why students do not 
' ! • • 
complete as .!-o how the trai~ing program might capitalize pn 
the f J ctors·· that have caused· the 70% to s:tay and graduate• 
In a report to the unite? .states co~:gress by. the u.s. 
. I . . 
Secret~ry of Health, Education and Welfare {1966), it was 
sugg~sted that research was needed in the fol~owing areas~. 
~·, 
. . . 
'
' W. (1) data and research on the abi lity levels, 
ff educat idnal attainments'ana potential of trainees, 
(2) instruments for :measuring and predicting 
. occupational and learning potential, and (3) 
motivation studies including a.ttitudinal, socio-
.1 ' economic and . cultural factors. (p. 62) 
· The abili t .y to predict the pot\tial · dropou~ _w,~u_ld 
provide an qpportunity for counselling and rem1dial he~p. 
In studies which compare the . dropout with the gr~d~ate 
the number of factors identified · are many aht .. omp.lex. A 
summary of ·the adult· 'studies 'in · Canada by Ve . ey .and Davis, 
. . 
' I 
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. ·i 
;. 
: . . 
' ·' 
• . ' '. 
.. . • 
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!· . . . 
·I 
' 
. . 
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,,.. 
' . 
: , I 
'• 
. • .. ·' 
. . , . ··. 
·.,. ~ . . . . ·-. • ~ ., . r ·: •' •, '. ' ·.: ' • • :,_-\ .1 : 
r 
.. , ... 
. .. , . 
Jr. ( ~964) ald a single study by Forsyt.h .and. · Nini-~ger 
(1966) indicated the following .characterist'l.cs of the 
graduate ih relation to the dropout: (1) higher intel-
_ ligenc~, (2) hi~her reading abi~ity, (3) highe~ socia~ 
~ 
~-
I 
i4 
. class, ( 4·') better . adjusted personally and socially, and ' ( 5) 
-better l~fe experiences. 
'The annual bulletin published by .CEIC outlines ·speci-
' 
ficaliy the reasons why adul~s drop out. This ·information 
is. ·col,lect.ed by · ~e~ns. of a su_rvey -t -hat. is · sent to all adult 
''V . . . 
student~ three months aft~r they have dis6ontinued the{r · 
·· program. ·:The ~981-82 bulletin indicates that 2a ·.8% of· 
.. 
I 
dropouts.from BTSD were due to unsatisfactory progress and 
19:3% due -to : illness/mat~rnity/death. A. study by Mann 
( 19~6) in Ontakio l reported .that ·students who were under 21, 
had _ a\ low 
. I . • 
educational level and who had held· a larg~ number· 
~ I 
of jobs at I low rates of pay were most likely to droJ? o\it .• 
Other studies in Canada and ; the United States have indi- . 
I 
cated that factors such as ~ge, sex and ina~equate training 
• . I • • • 
allowances may affect the nUmber of dropouts ~s well • 
. 
A ~eview of the literature on dropouts compared ' wi~h 
gradu.~d~s ·indlcated that those who graduate from upgrading 
\ 
programs· are more likely to be more in~elligent, have higher 
• • . . 0 
reading ability, be bette~ adjusted socially and have ~ad 
more positive and successful experiences. 
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Rel:ated Follow..:up Studies· 
The 'programs consi~ered in ·this study are BTSD and ' 
·Basic Literacy. BTSD provides a· direct route to vocat~onal 
.. 
tr_aining and Basi~ · Literacy, which' feeds . i;,_to: BTSD, provides· 
an indirect· ro.ute to vocational traini'ng. The public 
school program is not studi.ed . as ~ t is considered. the base 
. .. 
on which ttle othez::s are rated. 
.. 
All the vocational courses· · 
are given a · :grade-entry level bas.ed on the publi~ . school 
, ' . .-\ . 
P.rogram. Ev.ery aspe~t . of · adult. e~.ucati~n appear~ to\ be . : 
; . ' ~ 
measured aga'inst .the strength of that curr·ictilurn. In .. this . . 
· · light, studies 'don.e · ~n- reiate'd programs such . as BTSD, the · 
· ~eneral Educational · Development . (GEP) . program, the Adi.ilt :. -
Performance Level (APL) ·program, a~d the many Adult Basic 
. ' ' 
Education (ABE) programs in Canada . and the United~ States 
. . 
are discussed as related ~iterature • . The program in · the 
. public ' schools is the underlying _standard on which the 
. 
. · other~ are graded and a.s Prey ( 1979) reported, "Since both' 
i • 
the public school · systern and BTSD tests purport to measure 
r~~ding~ w~iting, and bcc~p~iional . skilis, it is reasonable 
. . . / .. ' - , 
· t?. hypothesize that the -constructs. being assessed are not 
significant;ty.different" (p~ 7~.). 
In an'ar~i~le conce rning the success of BTSD · gradu~t~·, · · 
.Woodrow . ( 1976 )• stated that 
· the BTSD graduates entering skill . courses 
generalLy .do not seem to have any troubie in 
their courses resulting f rom inadequate 
academic preparation • . . most of them . 
~students in post~secondary courses) do 
~ bet~er than high school graduates and many . 
. make the Dean Is ' list in gene~al .we a r e .· 
I 
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extremely pleased with the· system because it 
enables us to provide a much better service to 
the cornmuni~y. St~dents disillusioned by the · 
regular school ·. system have blossomed under the 
~econd chance they are given in our sy~tem. , 
,. . (pp. 21-22) 
. . , 
. In a background paper prepared for the Skill Develpp-
.Ment·Leave Task Force, Stoodley (1983) co~qluded: 
• . • • those Workers who have r~ceived adult · 
education, the exper.iences have largely be~n ­
positive althoug,h there is still frustration 
with many of the ABE programs .1 .Most :worker's 
. have found that their employment opportunitie's 
have improved after. taking ABE and of ·equal · 
'..,importance they felt more self confident ana 
_that they have taken a major step in the;i.r -' ~ 
life •••• ABE is a major factor iri giving 
workers a more positive attitude toward work~ 
and life in genera-l. (p ;·.· iii) 
16 
A su'~vey by Coombs · (1971) also indicated that students' 
attitude toward academic upgrading · is positive. He 
\ . 
reported that 87% of the respondents from the ~urvey felt 
adequately prepared by the ·upgrading program at Stephen-
ville, Newfoundland. 
·In some contrast to these reports, a .study by H~nes 
' (1982) found that graduates frQm the ABE programs in New-
. ·t" 
founqland and Labrador scored significantly low~r than 
. . 
graduates from both .the BTSD program and the public school 
system when ~verall vocational . achievernent was measured. 
Gunder~on (1976) stated that 
' 
• '1 •"-
preparatory services such as BTSD [were] 
. unprofitable on narrow e 'fficiency, grounds. 
· sirice these preparatoty courses concentrate 
on the disad~antaged, they would hav~ to be, 
justified on .social equity grounds or on the . 
long-run benefits from those who us e basic 
training 'as a stepping stone to more remunera-
tive industrial or vocational training. (p . 16) 
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Gunderson a~so reported tha~ · although the cost-benefit 
ratio i& tabul~ted at 10 to 4, th~s tr~ining is justified 
when the broad\f social benefits ar~ considered. 
. 7 
. 17 
It is questio~able whether the programs from the high 
~chools and those from ABE can be equi "t;ably compared. :·The 
" former is quite broad in its objectives and a·s Dudgeon 
,.. 
(1973) poirited out, "instructors can not spe9ify what a 
student mus~ ~e able ~6 do after receivin~ iristruction for , 
. . . 
& long period of ~ime" (p. 30). However, ·the ~TSD program ! 
~ 
> flas very clearly defined _objec.ti ves. Al~p, the overall 
. ; I . . 
·-·· 
· O.b~~cti ~e, as h~s been indicated, fs quite d\fferent.; The : . 
BTSD . program offers courses in dommunication skills, rna the- · . 
~ . • . I • . •• ._ ', ~ 
matics. and science tha't will permit the adult learner' to 
. . 
. l 
acquire the necessary background to . be able to cop~ with 
. 
training in ·a skill course. Success shouid p~rhaps be · 
related to: . ( n the 'goals that. the adults set ,for them-
" selv~s, and (2) the objectives as set out· in the program,-
~ 
C~mparing the two programs is perhaps unfair to both. Also, 
most of the evaluation Qf the Canada Manpower programs h~ve 
been done ·internally by ~hat departm~nt arid they ~re 
• inadequate as ". • • there are no qualitative bases for 
dete.rm~ning the relative success of one proje~t. · or program 
i . 
ve~sus' another ..• a·d. hoc, · ~fter the ·.fact, assessments 
have .been made that result in highly speculative f~ndings" 
\ . 
· ··(MacMillan et al., _ 197~!.3·' 61J. 
,-1 ' In other follow-up ·studies, it has generally been 
.found that being an adult student is an a~set rather than a 
·-
·' 
u . 
' . 
... 
• ; 
l 
I 
.I .. 
. '· 
.· 
~ 
liability. _In a study of _162 graduates from t~e Manpower 
.. .• 
Development Training Act program of the United1 States, 
. 
Broqk~ (1972) _ reported that when four ~roups-~strict 
VOCational_ training 1 a COmbinat~On Of VOCational a~d 
academic, purely aca'demic and ·a control group--were com-: 
pa:r;ed:, it was found that: ( 1) the vocational, combina.tion 
and academic groups were employed signiflcantly more than 
. 
the control . group, and ( 2) the vocational and combination 
. . , 
18 
groups showed significantly 'hig_her employment than the 
. . 
pureli aca~emic group. 
This latter study may be an' arguri'\E:m~ for the present ·· 
concurrent· training in which·academic ' 9nd skill training 
. 
are heing ~aught c~ncurrently. 
A study by Goodman et al. (1972) 9ompared the literacy 
performance of gradua.tes from the Adult~Performance Level 
( APL) program and from the high school. · .AJ?L is an American .. 
" program designed to meet the educational needs of the· func-
tiorially illiterate adult. When adulis sati~factor~ly 
_c;;omplete the fupctional l iteracy performance tests they are 
awarded a' high school diploma. Both groups were tested .on 
' 
skills needed for compe~ent funct1oning as adults, as out-
lined · in the Adult Performance Level Study ~published by the 
idult .Educatioh Depa~tment'o~ th~ Office 
The tests were designed by t~e Community 
of Education ' (1975)'. 
Services ·oepa~t-
ment of wichita, Kansas ·Public Schools. In the four APL 
. . . •' 
( knowledge ·areas it wa~ found -that: 
.. . 
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( 1) The APL graduates scored signif'icantly· h.}.ghe·r ·in the .. 
combined · area of knowledge than did the-:--~i,gh· school 
graduates . 
. " (2) The ·APL graduates sco~ed significantly higher i~ the 
19 
arecfs. _of con.sumer• .econo.mi.cs -and o~cup~~~-1 knowl~~g~ . · 
than did the high school graduate/~ · · · 
Wilson et al. (198 0) compared the success patterns of· . 
. • . I 
'students enter~ng post-second4ry vocational education wi,th . . ·. 
a h,i.gh school ~iploma to ;· those. who ~ad . rec~ived a hlgh -_ . . 
,~ • • • • • • 1 r 
~ l . 
. school equivalency ce~tificate by successfully passing the 
I 
General Educational Development (GED) te~ts. · This is la .· 
' (. - . . . ·, - . ' . . 
battery of..' t.ests developed in the t.Jni ted .States to . assess 
' · . . . . . 
the 'general knowledge of adults wi.th a : view t ·o. _granting .; 
high school standing without enrollment in formal course s. 
T~e two groups we:re _compared by grade-point average, program 
completion and emplo1ent pl~cement. All three comparisons 
; found no significal)t ifferences between the gr.oups . . : It 
I . . 
I was. concluded that <;;ED students succeed fully as well as 
hi'gh school diploma students in post-secondary vocational 
education progr ams. 
. 
Reed ( 1980), when studying the rela~ionship o'f .select ed 
demographic characteristics of adult learners to academic 
success in a self-directed learning . program, revealed that , · 
there were no si gnificant differences in success for adult : 
learners on the basis of : ( 1) educational l~vel of ·tathe~s 
· or. spouses, ( 2). occupation of ·fathers or spouses, {3) marital 
. I 
status of subjects, and ( 4 ). previous comiJ ~~t~d college . J 
I • 
-
. ~ 
.~ 
o-· • 
... 
.· .. · 
. '·· 
1'. 'I 
. j 
.. . 
. course wor)G of subjects. However I it pointed out that 
. . . 
subjects who had chi~dren· ha.d a significantly bet.ter chance 
·of lj!UCcess ·th·an did subjects who had · no children. He also . 
1 found that job-related motivation is one of the ma.jor 
\ 
I . 
factors related. ~o successful adult learn~ng. 
· The fln~ings of Fiebig (1968) ·are ~prlicable to most 
• 
American ~tudies _on adult e~ucation graduates compared with 
high school gradu_ates. In studying the characterist:ics of 
20 
. . 
adults enrolled in the Kalamazoo public school's adu~t· high.· _ 
; \ 
school program, he found that adult ·graduates: 
(1) possessed nor:mal intelligence range; 
~ . 
{ 2 )• . dropped out at a medium a'gEfr of_ 17 ;. : · . . 
( 3) returned after a medium ~bsence of 8 years; 
( 4) .subsequently earned higher gr~des th~n before. 
This study also pointed. out that f.1.der ad~lts performed 
better than young adults and thatlfdults can perform as well 
as regular· school students in parallel . courses. 
Foilow-up i'nformation gener.a~ly indicates that whether. 
. " a trainee was referred directly to .a vocational class or 
through pre-vocational training did not make any significant 
difference as 'to whether one was employed or unemployed. 
Evi.dence from the literature, then, tends to suggest 
that there is no signi.ficant . difference in the performance 
of graduate students in vocational· courses. regar:dless of 
the route by . which they came. 
:. Boshier (1979) emphasized that adult education · must 
become inore accountable. Hyn~s ( 1982) pointed out that this 
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, . : ·~ ' · , 
· , accountabil.ity can only be determined by the pe.t"forrnance 
.I 
.• ! : ' ' ' . 
of .students who enroll ini vocational or other programs 
I , ' 
after they have successfuily completed an adult upgr~ding 
, . . I . 
program. 
This study ·may help in that respect by attempting to 
determine whether a nuinber of selected factors are relevant. · 
to success. Information gat~hred from th.i~ type of study . , 
may help learning insti tutio s increase the, effectiveness .. 
:• 
of their edl;lcational and training programs; 
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CHAPTER III t 
. . 
PROBLEM; QUESTIONS AND-HYPOTHESES 
The . Prpblem 
. . 
Inherent in the preceding chapter is . the concern that 
follow-up . studies are n-ecessary to evaluate the · effective.;. 
ness .of upgrading,progr~ms. This study was designed to 
• : t ' 
analyze . the successful performanbe of students. in voca- · ' 
. :- - : 
tional · c~~rses • . The purpose of the analysis was to relate 
this p~rfo1rmance to a number of s~·lect'd fact·0-~{3 which may 
have influenced the students' success. _ ~tlas ·speculated 
· that -the. fol;lowing fac·to.:rs were most influe tial: 
. i 
(1) The route by which they entered ~h~ir vocational 
, I 
trilining program (the pUblic school system, BTSD -without 
Basic Literacy, or BTSO with Basic LitE;lr.acy). 
(2) Their age • 
., 
"(3) Their experience .. (the trade-related experience· 
they may have ~ad prior to 'enrollment). 
· . . (4) Accommodations (whether they · lived at.home or 
boarded away from home while enrolled in the .vocational 
'~ : course) • 
r The major pr?blem areas that were addressed were:. 
'.• 
( 1) Are there significant differences in performance 
.betwe·en. the tln:-~~ ty~es o.f students ·•that complet~ vo~ational . 
courses? 
-
· .. 
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i i (2) What differe·ntia1 effects 'di.d these factors have 
·;,. 
on student s'uc-cess? 
The follow.ing ·section outiines the specific questions 
: ... -r_ 
that add.ress the re1ation~hips, -_between individual £actors. 
and overail performal'}ce. I 
\ 
''· · " . 
I Statement ·of the )Questions 
. . 
The specific;. question~ outlined below were considered 
to · b~ a guide to the investigat,i~n. of the problem . 
( 1) Is there a relationship · betwean student~ • overall 
. . 
pe.t:formance and the . rou1e by which th~y· en,t~red the course? 
{2) Is there a relatiol\ship between · the ~tudents' 
·. _pverall per'formance and their. age? 
· (3) ·Is ·there· a relationship betweeri. the ·· students' 
over~ll performance and the type of e?CI'erience they had 
before entering the course? 
.... 
. (4) Is there a relationship between the st.udents' 
overall performance and the type of· accommodations they .. 
utied while the'y were enrol1ed in vocational course~--
• 
Statement of the Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses, in null. form, were generate~ 
·from these questions: 
• ( 1) There is no significant relationship between the 
overall . performance of . the students. and th~. route by which 
' ·. they ent~red the·. course. i . 
-. 
(2) "There is no significant relationship 
... . 
I overall ! performance of the students and their : 
between) th: 
age. 1 
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(3) There is no significant relationship between the 
o_verall performance of the st,9.~ents and. the type of 
. . . ( . · . -
e~perie~ce they had prior to entering the . course.4 
. . 
(4) There .is no siqnif~cant .lationship between the 
. . . . . 
~ overall_ performance of -the students·. and their living . · 
accommodations~-whether they iived at home' or in a b6arding 
accommodation while enrolled in their course • 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA TREATMENT 
·This chapter is a report of the.procedures .and methods 
' ' 
used in selecting subjects and collecting and· recording the · 
data for t~~-"study. It_ incl'\i.es a rationale .for the program 
areas selected and the time period under study. The treat-
; . ~ 
ment· of; th; data ,anq the scope an,d limi,tations of the study • 
I , , 
' I . . . . 
are also indicated. 
-Selection .of Subje6ts 
·_ .; . 
·To address the questions .and hypotheses outlined· in · 
Chapter III two programs were -selected from the Bay St . 
. George Community College in Stephenville, NewfoUndland. 
0 \ 
They were.Heavy Equipment Operation ,and Business. EducatiQn. 
. I 
The Heavy Equipment Operation program · is a _1.4-week 
. . . ----- . 
long course•offering general instruction on heavy equip~ 
~ . . . 
' ' 
ment and. specific inst.ruction on various. types of heavyt 
machinery such as ' front-e,nd loaders, backhoes, and off- ' 
highway trucks. The,entry requirement is Gr~de VIII. 
:Business Education includes the following courses: 
Bookkeeper-Cle~k Typing,. Clerk Accounting, ·Stenography, 
I • , I 
Dictatyping, and shorthand-Typing. These courses are . 
individualized and students progress at their .own p~ce, 
J 
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Mos.t students require between 9 and 10 mdnths to complE:1te 
either of these courses. The entry re~irement is Grade XI. 
. . . 
These two programs were selected for the _follow\ng 
reasons: 
(1) . More students had ·graduated from these courses 
than from any.others and selection was therefore less dif-
ficult. 
( 2) These programs catered to two different popula-
tions • . The· Heavy. Equipment Operation ·program · consisted of 
1.00% male and the Business Education program consisted of 
98% female. 
(3') The Heavy ·Equipment program, presented an :.opp~r­
tunity to analyze the performance of studentt from many 
levels; . the entry requirement was Grade v;rrr but a m~jori ty 
of the -students in this prograro . had 'gr:ade le els. ·.higher 
than eight • . 
(li·) The Business Education program presented an 
..... 
opportunity . to . analyze the ' performance of students whb were 
all at th.e sa.me level;_ the entry requirement being Grade ·xi. 
(5) In order to test the performance of students who 
had entered at the Basic Literacy level a11d who had pro-
P 
ceeded through the system, and completed a vocational course, 
· an area had to be chosen where the entry requirement was 
- not high. " :For this reason the . H~avy &quipment Operation 
! 
program was selected. 
·~ ' 
' •· 
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"· 
• Design of the Study 
• _ : 4~·"' ,.' ·• This study was bjsed on the performance. levels o£ 
, . . : • ~" · ~uccessful students ii two pro9ram areas. They were Heavy,, . 
·· • . , • · Equipment Operation and Business Education. 'Those ·student:s 
. I· . t 
\ 
/ 
' .' 
' 
completing the Heavy . Equipment Operation•program had come · 
bY way of three routes whereas those from Business· Educa":' 
tion had come by way of . two r~utes. . Since the · entry 
requirement for Business . Education was high, the basic 
· l~teracy route was e~'iminated because the ~~per of stu-
dents who ;were able. to progress from there to the Grade xi 
level was ·•too small for analysis. 
. . . ' 
Five · Groups of s.tudents 
are 
. The five groups of students dealt with in this report ! .. 
indi~ated in Figure L They .were: Ope+~ on .A. Graduates from the Heavy Equipment 
program having entered the program 
1. directly from the public schoo_l..sy.stem; . . -
. ' . ' 
2. from the BTSD program, having entered the 
. ·.<· 
BTSD program directly from the public school , 
system; . 
3. from the BTSD program, having entered BTSD 
t 
from the Basic Literacy program, after attend-
• ding public · school. 
0. 
B. Graduates from the Business Education program 
~ having entered the program 
• ,' I 
.}· · 
-- --·-::-- .,.... _,~ -~ ...... -~ ....... - .... .. \' 
. < .. ·-.>· .: .. · : 
... 
~ . 
. , 
•' 
! ' 
.,:· 
.... 
. . 
.. 
. ~ . 
.. ~. ... 
4. directly ·from the public school system; 
5. from the BTSD program, having entered the · 
BTSD program directly from the public school 
.. 
; 
S' stem. 
HEAVY 
EQUIPMENT 
OPERATION 
1f.2l··3\ 
PUBL!C 
SCHOOL BTSD· BTSD 
' t t 
PUBLIC · · ·BASlC 
SCHOOL LITERACY 
t 
PUBLIC 
SCHOOL 
BUSINESS 
EDUCATION 
_4; 
PUBLIC 
SCHOOL 
F-igure 1. Five grqups of students. 
Collection of· Data - . . .. 
. . \ 
BTSD 
t 
'PUBLIC 
SCHOOL 
'· 
The ~tudent files ajt the Bay St. George Community 
.. 
. ·. 
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• 
• 
of the data used in this study. These files date from 196·6 
' 
to •the present, but' to address the hypotheses of.. Chapter III \ . 
the writer chose .data from the period 1973-83. This time. 
period _was selected for the following reasons : 
( l) The Basic:: Literacy course was ·not _begun· until -lr~2. 
( 2) The implementation, in 19?2, o f the BTSD. pro.grat· 
with its individualized approach to inst'ruction had made it 
possible for many ·students to complete a ?umber of grades 
\ . 
·.i 
.. j
·' ·~ 
-~-
. , 
' .. 
•' 
I • 
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i . . j 
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in tral.ning 
.. 
one year. 
,if; (3) The early 1970 1 s saw ·the highest enrollments at .· 
the College' thus providing ·more graduates. 
or~anized · 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(4) The files for this period were better 
r 
· than . thc)se prior to 19 7 3. 
. I 
I 
From 
I 
' this population a sample of 272 ,files were chosen. 
A l.'ist Qf the categorie~ and the numbers in each category 
are shown _in Figure 2 • 
. (" 
( 1) Public school .to Heavy Equipment Operation 
(.2) Public .school to BTSD to Heavy Equipment 
Operation · . . • 
( 3) Public school to Basic Literacy to BTSD 
to Heavy Equipment Operation • . • 
. 
( 4) Public school to Business Education 
. . . 
(5) . Public school' to BTSD to Busine.ss Education. 
Total 
Figure 2, Nurnb'er of student files by category. 
·':lj. 
60 
70 
21 
61 
60 
; -
272 
In these totals were included files for each category 
_::.-----~· 
' 
;·from each of t .he years in the period -studied. The category 
was selected first and then files were examined to determine 
whether the student: 
. '• ~ 
(1) fitted .the category selected;' . ' 
(2) m~t the requirements through public. scho~l or 
otherwise; 
. ' 
. .. 
\ . 
. , ., .. 
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( 3} enrolled i:n one of the selected programs aft'er 
meeting the requirements; 
{.4) successfully completed the ~elected program. 
Those f il.es which met the criteria had the following 
.-. 
information extracted from them: .1 
( 1} performance score; 
( 2) student age; 
( 3) prior experience: 
( 4) type of_ a'ico~_odations • . 
w. · Feller (1957) stated that 'random s-ampl~ng is that 
method of drawing a portion (sample) of a population or 
universe so ' that all possible samples of fixed size •n • 
. . 
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have the same probability of being selected. The selection·. 
of files for this study was not ·entirely random according 
to the abeve definition nor to the di~cussion of random 
sampLing by Kerlinger (1973), 
In the selection of data, all available examples of . 
students wh9 had entered by '!lay ·of' Basic Literacy were 
. 
used, but for BTSD and public school -· students this was not 
1 
feasible because of the large number of files for · each 
category. Also, these files were organized alpha:betical~y 
by year rather than by program or student category. 
This lack :of total ~andornization ~ while it does not 
detract 
sample, 
f~om 
' 
does 
t.he conclusions based on this particular 
limit the ext~n-t to which generalizations can 
be made from these concl. usions. I, 
:· ... :···1·r ·~ .. .. ·.~t+WIIII!_ II_ .__,.......:-•• ~-.-~;-._ :-.---- -- ·- .... ........ . ... ~.; •• 
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This section is an explanation of how the recorded 
per'formance scores were standardized for the two programs 
und~r.s~udy, andowhat statistical tefts were applied to the 
d~ta in an attempt to analyze th~ effects of each of the 
selected factors. ' 
.. 
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Standardization of Data -~ 
The first proelern to be add .. ressed was the method o·f · 
recording performan)e. The two progr~ms had different ways 
I . ' • I 
of reporting -the perfor~anCe o~ students.' TheiHeavy Equip-
·. inent Operation ·program consisted of two parts-.-theory and 
. ~ . . 
practical:-and students were given ' a percentage score on 
' . . 
each part: This system prevailed t~roughout . the entire 
11-year period in question. However, the method of record-
• 
ing performance in Business Education change¢! from perc·ent-. 
age grades on seven separate subjects to that of grading 
5tuqents on a 1-5 scale on a large number of specific. 
objectives. 
-This scale-g.radi.:ng · .appro~ch adopted in Business :t;duca-
h 
tion was based on the DACUM (Designing a Curriculum) chart 
developed by Nova Scotia NewStart in 1968. It involved the· 
p~rticipation of employers and experts in the occupations in 
' ,. I 
defining the ~ature and structure of the skills required in 
' 
a particular occupation. rhe DACUM chart · is a single~s~eet 
skill profile that presents skills in performance terms. 
General areas of competence are first identified and each 
is 
, . 
subsequ~ntly subdivided into in~ividual skills that 
. ' 
.. , 
• 
l 
. H •• 
. . . 
.. 
-
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collect~vely enable an individua1 ·to perfor~ competently 
.w·i thin the general area. These skills are defined briefly 
and simp!~ and are placed independently in small blocks o~ ­
the chart. Each bl~ck can serve as an ~ndependent g9al_for 
learnin~ ·~chievement. 
/ 
~n order to have all grades recorded unifor~ly, the 
fol~owing procedure was adopted: 
(1) Every grade tha~ was. recorded in percentage in 
both programs was· categorized and given a scale value as 
· Percentage Scale 
80% 100% 5 
70 79 4 
"60 69 . 3. 
.. 50 59 2 . 
BelOW· 50 1 (Failure) 
.; 
These scale values were then tot.alied and averaged. · 
For ·example, a student with J5% . on theory and 65% . on practi-
cal would be assigned a scale va.lue of 4 and 3, respectively. 
The average would be ( 4+3) /2 = 3. 5 for overall performance. 
(3) · All Business Education s~udents whose grades were 
. 1 
recorded -on a scale of l-5 had thei~ - gradesw totalled and 
av~raged in like manner. 
In or.der to · accommodate decim.al fractions ea~h of the 
levels on the scale had to be assigned a ?et of boundaries. 
Since this stu$y concerns only successfui students the 
\ 
scale will ~nclude only levels.2~5~ 
is identified in Table 2 • ... 
. .. 
" ' 
Each ~~ ~ these lev~ls 
.:' 
·.-
. . 
' . \. 
I 
- \ 
. ' ~ . 
/ 
. ' 
... 
'., 
j ... 
Table 1 
Scale Bound~rie4 
i 
Scale Boundaries 
2 2.50 
3 2 .·so 3 .·49 
4 4.49 
These four levels are further reduced to two levels -
33 
for purposes · of analysis using the Chi-square test.. The : . . 
·reason for making this reduction to two levels is that if 
cells. in a cont'ingency table have zeros or exb:;emely low 
.. , 
numbers, the results of. the Chi-Squar~ test are somewhat· 
· ·compromised. To avoid this limitation the l~vels were col-
-lapsed from 4 . to 2. As collapsed sco~, performance level 
1 will represent the combination of scale 2 and 3, a~d 
' performance level 2 will represent the combfnation~ of scale 
4 and 5 .· · 
Data. Analysis 
_Having recorded all the necessary. information accord-
ing to the st~ridardization method, t~t~ls wer~ found .for. 
• ~ I ' ' ' ' 
·.· ·each fa~~or and category and .compared with overall perfor-
, ,..,-' ' ' 
rnance scores. From observation there appeared to be sig-
.. nif.icant· trends. in the -.to~als for route ~f entry and over-
.· 
all performance. Ho~ever· , withot.i't' a reliable ·and ·· valid 
\ 
" . -..... ,. . ......... ,-.--~·'.-- 1.4 
'• . ~ ' ' ' . 
! . 
'• 
;-
' I 
. . 
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·. testin:g- instrument all interpre'tations were speculative 
. . 
. . 
and subjective. The instrum·ents chosen ~ere the Chi-:-square 
formula and test of statistical ~ignificance. Mith these 
.tools e"ach of the 
reiults recorded. 
in Chapter V. 
hypotheses was formally tested an~ ~h~ 
A repo~t of the~e results .is inclr ded 
Scope and. Limitations 
. ( 1) This stud·y is based on the student file data fr'om 
one communi~y college, consequently any generalization 
that includes other student bodies may not be entirely 
accurate. 
( 2) The sample population : for the Business Educat.ion 
program was 98% female· and caution must be exercised in 
gen~raliz~ng to a population which includ~s male students • 
(3) The sample population for the Heayy Equipment 
Operation program was 100% male and caution must be exer-
,r· 
cised i'n generalizing to a population which includes female · 
students. 
( 4) The Business Education and Heavy .Equipment . Opera-
tion programs .were selected because they represent the .111Q.st 
. 
p~pular programs for the period 1973-83. Results in other 
programs may be totally different and generalizing is not 
recprrimended. 
(5) 'hi s , stud~ selected four factors for an~lysis. 
They'are considered to be most significant but ihde~d~ there 
may be other factors that ·may have had significant effects 
.. 
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I • 
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on students• performance. in the courses selected. ~ 
. .. ' 
· ·. · : ( 6) "Thi·s study. ·deals only wl th' tha~·e students who 
I' 
successfully completj~ their vocational course. Whether 
!·I 
the dropout rate for . ~fD is higber or lower than that of 
public school s.tudemt~ ~s,. not determined .. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF TSE-DATA 
This ch~p~er is a report· of th~ results obtained when 
. . 
·the hypothese·s of this study were tested. The · students' 
overall . performance .was tested against each of four factors: 
v route of entry, age, prior experience, and accommodations 
to determine ~hether their effects of the . students' : success.· 
were significa!lt o·r not. Since there were two programs 
under study each hypothesis was:.tested twi~.e. The results 
are indicated below. ( . 
Hypothesis 1 ...... ; 
. There· is no significant relationship between .the ove~­
all performance of the students and the route by which they . 
entered the cour~e. 
Test of .Hypothesis 1 (Heavy Equipment Operatiol'l:) 
. . 
The contingency table of observed frequen~ies ·. shows 
the _three routes of entry and thft:w levels of performance."'"' 
The resu1 ts .are sho~ in Table 2. 
. . 
The Chi-square value was calculated at. 11;7054 with 
' • I 'I 
2 degrees of freedom. . The level of si~nificance was calcu-
lated at' •. 0034, thus indicating a rejection of the null 
hypothe_sis ~ There i .s1 therefore,,. a ·. significant relationshiJ;> 
between the students' performance in Heavy Equipment 
.. 
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Operation and the route by .'~h4ch ·they entered the program •. 
... -~ 
. i 
' 
Table 2 
Overall Performance and Route of Entry for 
Students in Heavy Equi~ent Operation 
/ 
Performance Basic ~ Public 
Level .  Literacy BTSD School 
n=21 n=70 n=60 
1·. g. ( • 4 3) 7 ( .10} 14 ( • 2 3) 
\ 
' . 2 . ;12 (.57) .63 (. 90) 46 . { • 77):. 
., 
I 
. I 
2 ii. 705; 
. I 
X· = df = 2; Level of significance = 0. 003. (p < . ,01) 
"J•' ' 
} 
From observa.tic.m of the data it is noted that 43% of 
. 
Basic Literacy students fell witnln pe+f~rmance level 1, i . . 
but only 10% of BTSD students and 23% ~f public school 
37 
students fell within this level (see b~acketed numbers in 
Table 2) • . The raw data indicated that of the 21 students . ·. 
who entered through the Basic Literacy route, a total of 
. . ' 
' 19; or·. 90.1%, . had reached the'' -Grade' VIII 'leve.l only. How~ ~ f ' ' 
ever, ·. for BTSD and public school students the percentages 
in this ·category were -12.9% and 25%, respectively. This 
may account. for the results of ' Hypothesis l .in the Heavy 
Equipment Operation program. Th• tabl~ also indicates that 
90% of the st,udents from BTSD had a performance level of 2. 
·It is speculated that a combination·o£ age, academic 
·. standing and experience may account for t~eir relative.+y-
high per.formance. 
·. 
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Test of Hypothesis · ! (Business Education) 
Table 3 bel~w sh~ws the .results whEm ·the route of 
·entry 9£ students in .Business -Education were tested against 
overall performance. 
Table -3 
Overall ~erformance and Route of'Entry 
fo'r Students in Business Education 
. ·-
. -' 
Performance-. Public 
Level BTSD School 
. 
n::=61 n=60 . 
1 31 (.'51) 39 (. 65) 
2 30 ( • 4'9) 2+ (. 35) 
.. 2 x = 2.529; df = l: Level of significance = 0.107 (p > • 05 ). 
The Chi-square value was calculated at 2.529 with 1 
~gree of freedom. The mill hypothesis was supported, indi-
· cating that ·there is no significant relationship between 
the students' over'all performance ·and their route . ot entry. ·-· 
However, Table 3 does indicate that a much wi4er discrepancy 
exists between the performance of students from public 
school than b~tween ~he performance of students from BTSD • 
• Summary 
,',' -
The results ·as show'n~·in ~ables 2 and 3 i'ndicate that 
· Hypothesis 1 is ~ejected for Heavy Equipment Operation but 
support~d for Business Education. · It would appear, then; _. 
:·, 
1--- --··- · 
that route of entry is less important to the student's in 
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Business Education than 'it 'is to the students· in Heavy 
· Eq~p~ent Opera~ion . . This ·may be partly due to the iow 
grade-entry of the students from the Basic ·Literacy route 
39 
~n Heavy Equipment Operation. Also, ~ables 2 and 3 both . 
indicate that more .students , from the BTso: route performed 
at level 2 than from the other routes. In Business Educa-
- ~ 
'tion 49% of .the students from BTSD performed .at ievei' 2 · · 
c?mpared with 35% frorn·public school. 
.: Hypothesis .2 
There is no significant relationship between the ov~~-
"' 
all pe~formance of the students and their ~ge •. 
.. 
Test · of Hypothesis 2 {Heavy Equipment Operation) 
To . ~est Hypothesis 2, age. was divided int~ · : four . cate­
gories: 17-22; 23-28; 29-34; and> 34. The results of 
•' 
· Hypothesis 2 for Heavy Equipment Operation are shown in 
. ·Table 4. 
Performance 
Level 
1 
2 
Table 4 ' 
. . 
Overall Performance and Age for Students 
in Heavy Equipment Operatio·n . 
17-22 . 
n=46 
11 {.24) 
35 (.76) 
23-28 
n=52 
9 (.17) 
43 (.83) 
29-34 
n=30 
3 (.10)' 
27 (.90) 
> 34 
n=23 
7 ( • 30) 
16 (. 70) 
x2 = 4.1349t df = 3; Level of significance = 0.246 (p > .OS) 
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The'. Ch~-square ·value was calculated at 4.134·9 - - w~th 
3 degrees· of freedom. The level of significance was · 0~246, · 
' •; ' • : • ' ' ' o • • .'' \ : • •, •:' :, • • •. I o • 
thus supporting the null hypothesis. There was no signifi-
·cant relationship between the performance of students in 
_the Heavy Equipment Operation program and .their age. 
' ! ~ 
Test of Hypothesis 2 (Business ··Education) 
. 
The contingency table (Table ~) of observed frequencies 
shows the two ·levels of performance and the four ag.e ca te-
gories for Business E4ucation students. 
Ta'ble 5 
overall Perf·~·rmance an·c:l Age for· 
Students i~ Business Education 
.. Performance· 
Level 
1 
2 
17-22 
n=74 
44 (.59) 
30 ( . 41) 
23-28 
n=31 
19 (. 61) 
12 (. 39) 
. '. ·. x2 = ·1. 789:. df = 3.; Level of significance = 
:--.. --.-.:_ . . 
29--34 
n.,;,B 
4 (.50) 
4 (.50) 
', > 34 : 
n=8 
3 
5 
The Chi-square was calculated at 1. 789 with 3 degrees , 
of freedom. 
. . ' 
The level of sig~ificance was 0.621, thus sup-
"'· 
p~rting the null hypothesis that age and overall performance 
of students in Business Education were not significantly 
. . 
rela.ted • 
. . 
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Summary . 
In Heavy Equipment .. Operation ·and Business Education · 
· ... ·. 
courses the age factor was not significantly related· to 
1 · students' overall performance • 
.' I ! I !' ~. 
Hypothesis 3 
There ~s no significant relationship between the over- . ~ 
' ~ , . . 
all performance of t 'he students and the type of. expe~ience 
they had prior . to. entering ,the program. 
Test of · HYpothesis '3 (Heavy' Equipment' operation) 
Th.e type of work experience th~t students had prior . · · 
to their vocational program is broken into three categories. 
S~udent.s. with no work ~xperience are classified under 'rio 
. ', . . 
' .. · e~erience' and. the remain~er · are. classified u~der 'indirect 
exberienqe' or 'direct experience·•, depending on the 'type , 
l { . " . . . ; • 
of work done. The results of the prior experience factor 
. . . 
and st~dents' overall performance ih the Heavy Equipment 
Operatiop program are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Overall Performance and .Prior Experience of 
Students·in Heavy Equipment Operation 
· Pe.rformance No Indirect ··Direct 
Level ·Experience Experience Experi ence 
n=75 n=49 n~27 
1 14 ( .19) 10 ( • 20) 5 ( .19) 
2 6l ' (.Bl) 39 (.BO) 22 (. BO) 
2 \ 
X = 0.679~ df' = 2~ Level of· significance = 0.967 (p > • OS) 
·~ 
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The Chi.-square was calculated at ·0..6.7!1 with. 2 degrees. 
" of freedom. The ~ignifica~_~e level was greater tha~ . • qs., · 
th~s supporting the null _hypothesi:>· The insignificance of 
2 
of ~he X value is explained by the percentages shown in 
' Table 6 (brackets} • The cells in individual rows are almost 
identical • There ~s therefore no significant relationship 
. . between ·.oyerall. performance and ·pri<?r experience for stu-
dents in the ·Heavy Equ~ment Operation program. 
.Test of ·Hypothesis 3 (Business Education) ' . 
i . 
Tabl~ 7 shows the · resul.ts when prior expe~ience ·and. 
' 
' 
overall performance of students in '· the Bi..lsiness Education ! 
program were tested. 
. . The Chi-square was ·ca;l.culated . at 5.071 with 2 degrees 
· ·of .freedom. ·The _leve::l of significance was 0. 07.7 1 thus .sup-
, 
porting th'e null _hypo'thesiR. Howev_er I Table 7 ind\icates 
that the relationship is close to sig~ificimt levels. It 
. ~ ·-......... ·~ 
is speculated that this is due to the 'no experience• 
., 
column • . Of the 38 students with no exJ?erience, 26 had a 
' ·, 
· ... -
performance level Of -11 . Which iS in' Sharp COfltrast tO the' 
,.r 
It would appear that although overall : other two categories. 
,. 
performance and prior experience are not significantly 
related!. there does appear to be some relationship ·between · 
low performance and no.experience. 
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Table · 7, · 
overa:l;t. Performance and -Prior Experience 
· of .'Students .. in Business Education 
43 
. ----------------------------------------------------------------Performance 
Level 
; 
1 
2 
No 
Experience 
n=38 
26 (.68) 
/}2 (. 32) 
Indirect 
Experience 
n=83 
40 (.48) 
43 ' {.52) 
Direct 11 Experience 
n=lO 
4 . (.40) 
6 (. 60) 
2. x = 5.071~ df = 21 Level of.significance = 0.077 (p > .OS) 
' 
I ' 
.summary 
In the · Heavy Equipment Operation and .Busines~ Education 
progranw the prior experienc~ of s 'tudents was ,not ·a sigo.ifi-
cant ·factor. However, for the students - in the Heavy ~quip- · 
.. 
ment Operation program the level of significance was 0.9.67, .. 
. thus explai.ning the ctlmo_st iden~centa~es in the 
cells' of each row. It would appear. that experience had ~o 
affect on performance. For Business Education students, 
performance and e~perience, alth~ugh 1not statistically _. 
sighificant1 had a level of 0.077. · It appears that for the 
I o • 
students in Business Education, no experience and low' per-
· formance are positively correl.ated. 
Hypothesis 4 
There is no significant relationship the over-
all ·performance ·of the students and their living accommoda-
. . tions· ~i whether they lived at home or in a boarding accom-
m~dation, while enrolled in their prograM. 
.. 
, . 
. ·, ' • 
' . 
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··Test of Hypothesis- 4 (Heavy Equipment · Operation) 
Whether students lived with th~ir families while 
enrolled in the HeavY . Eq~iprne_nt~~tion·ti'rogram or live~ 
in boarding houses away _fr~~me did not appear to be a 
significant actor., Taby 8 .shows the test results. 
/ 
Table B 
Over 11 Performance' and Accommodations of 
Students in Heavy Equipment Operation· 
Performahce 
:'Level 
1 
2 
' I i 
Home 
n=73 
18(.25) 
35 (.75) 
Away 
n=78 
12 (.15) 
66 (.85) 
2 X .- -2.066; df = 1; ·Level of. significance = 0.146 (p > .OS) 
T~e Chi-square was calculated at 2.066 with 1 degree 
of 'freedom. The level of significance was o ·.l46, thus sup-
/ 
' ' 
porting the nul·l hypothesis. Therefore, for students in 
Heavy Equipme-nt Operation, no significant relatic;mship 
~ 
existed between students' accbmmodations and their per-
formance~ 
Test of Hypothesis . '4 (Business Education) 
Ta.ble 9' indicates the test results of the accominoda-
~ion factor an~ the overall performance of students in 
Business Education~ 
. .. . ·•,· 
. I 
i . 
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Table·9 
Overall Performance and Accommodations 
Students in Busines~ Education 
Per forma nee . 
Level ijorne 
h=l07 
1 61 (.57) I -
. 
,2 46 (. 43) 
. ~-
45 
of 
~ 
... 
Away 
n=l4 
9 (. 64) 
5 (.36) 
2 t ' 
~ = .3B7i df ~ l: Level of significance c 0.541. (p > .05) 
The Chi-square w~s calculated at .3876 ~ith 1 degree 
. 
of freedom. -rhe level of significance was calculated to 
. . 
be 0. 541, thus supportihg the null hypothesis that no sig-
' .· 
nificant relationship existed between accommodations and 
overall performance in Business Education. However, for 
this test the number of students in the 'Away' column is 
' . c.onsiderably small when compared to tpe number in the 'Home' 
column. T!'lese numbers may affect the validity .of the 
:' 
analysis. 
0 
Sununary 
Using the Chi-square value at the • QS level o_f signifi-:-. 
cance, "it was found that· the accommodations factor was not 
... . . . 
.~ 
significant for students ·irr the Heavy Equipment Operation 
" program or for the students in t):le Business Educ~tion 
program • 
' . 
~ .. 
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Data Summary and Observations 
. • 
· The ·test results show that of t~e ed~ht .null hypotheses 
formally tested! only one was rejected. It was shown that · 
a significant relationship existed,between ro~te of entry 
and studentperformance i~ Heavy Equipment Operation. 
. other null hypotheses were supported. ' 
The 
In addiiion to the four factors formalll ~ested. and 
discussed, other .characteristics and . trends have been high- ) . 
lighted by the data. The three most prominent are: {1) 
group ·performance; (2) grade-entry; and (3) _ se~~ 
In Hypbthesis 1, where the overall performance of the~ 
separate groups is presented, it is clear that the -BTSD 
~ 
group performed better than the other two, with the students 
from Basic Literacy hav:ipg the lowest ~erformanc_e ,level. 
Since 
Grade 
route 
the grade-entry requirement for Heavy Equipment -was 
VIII, an;f90% of the students fr~m the ~asic Lite~~c~ 
entered ·at that level, there appear::? to be a relation-
.. 
ship between grade-entry and performance. In Business 
Education, where the . two groups had the same grade on entry, 
Grade XI, the results were not, 'significant;-, .. However, the 
BTSD group did perform better than the public school group • 
• Inherent in the study also is the charadteristic of 
.. . sex: A.~t:hough ~o hypotheses ·are stated regarding sex,. as 
• indicated earlier, one of the samples was male and the other t.. • I ~ 
was female. Disregarding the accommodatio~s factor because 
the numbers for Business Education were unbalanced, the data 
.· ( 
........ ... 
' 
·~ .. ... . t .... 4P·~~-· .. · - - ... .. · -
. ' ~ . 
j 
.. . . 
. ' 
' 
., ' 
- ... . ~ 
! ~ 
' 
from the other three factors i.ndicated a nwnber of trends,. 
w . • \ 
For example, in Heavy Equipmen.t Operation and its ·male 
sample, 'the route of entry factor · proved significant; but 
not for· the female sample in Business Education . . Although 
this may have been due to the Basic Literacy entry route, 
· -· . 
f other factors related to sex may have intervened . For the 
.. . · 
I I . 
. ' 
· age factor, th~ percentag7 of men in Heavy Equipment. Opera-
ti~n ·who pe~ormeCl a.t lE7vel. · 2 was. much. higher than that of 
. . 
the females ii'l Business Education. This performance trend 
. ' 
was also apparent . for the expe~ience factor. Also, in 
~ 
Business Educatibn, the data for the experience factor 
sugges'ts a relationship between low performance and no 
experience, but that same relationship does not exist for 
ma..l.es in Heavy Equipment Operation. 
This investigation of effects of sel.ected factors on 
. 
student success must be interpreted in light of the range 
and· size of the· sample used. Since the data for ,this study 
were gathered from two programs in one l.earning institution, 
it would be unwise to generalize from. hhese test results 
and observations. However, these trends shoul.d be investi- \ 
gated · further using data from more programs · and a sampl e 
from a wider population . . 
.. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND . RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary purpose of this study was: to determine 
whether there were differences in performance in t ,he voca-
tional programs among the three groups of students that 
~ 
enrolled i]l them. In addition to this, another question 
was studied: What factors contributed to the success of · 
· students in these voca tioria.l programs? The factors selecte~ 
' · for the study were: · ( 1) . route. of .. entry1 t2) student age, · • 
(3) prior experience, and ( 4) ·accommodations (wheth.er 
living at · home or boarding away from home) • 
To investigate these. questions, .two programs were 
selected from the Bay St. George Communi 'J=-Y Col. lege· in 
Stephenville, ~ewfoundland. They were the Heavy Equipment 
· .Operatlon program and the Business Education program. All 
the n~cess~ry data for ·the study · were extracted
1 
from the 
student files at the College. 
The hypotheses were constructed .. for each program and 
suggested that there ·was no significant difference between · 
~ .. 
success and any of these selected factors. The Chi-square 
.. 
test of significance was applied to each set of data and 
~ . 
\the resul t.s recorded. Significant levels . lower than • OS 
were c6nsidered a r ·ejection of the hypotheses: thereby 
suggesting that the results did not happen by chance alone • 
. ' 
' 
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Howev'7r, the Chi-square test merely informs the e.Xpe'rimenter . 
-whether the results · are significant or not ··and ·offers no 
explanation for these result~. In this study, some possible 
, 
explanations are offered b}.lt the reader may inter~ret .. tile 
. . 
results in other w_ays. The data and· results may be analyzed 
further wi:th the use of other testing instruments • 
. . 
Three of the selected factors, ·age,_ prior experience, 
. ·' . ' 
and accommoda~ions, proved not to be signi-ficant for either 
. , 
·of(bthe programs. Also,.\ fo~ Business Education, route of :. 
entry was not statistictlly significant. I.n each of these 
cases the nuli hypothesi's was support_ed. 
The question · of primary interest tc_> the writer was 
whether- the route of entry was a significant· factor in -
:determining the students' ·success. The entry routes were: 
{ 1) direct from pu_}:)lic school; 
(2) from the BTSD program, having entered the BTSD 
program direct·ly -from ttie public school system; 
{ 2) frc:>m the BTSD program, ,hav~g entered BTS~ from 
the Basic Liter~y ·program, after attending public · 
scm€t. 
In the Hea'fY Equipment Operation p~;ograrn students 
entered from all three routes listed above. ?owever, for 
Busines-s Education only routes one and two wer~ tested 
" 0 - -·· 
· because the entry r_equireinent was Grade XI and· very few 
students from route three were able to . progress to th.at 
level. 
.. ---.:· :'"- ~  .. ~-·...:r.-II'I'!T'-· · -·· ..... 
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.The route of entry factor proved to be significant 
in only O'ne o'f. the two programs chos~n. · In the Heavy 
Equipment Operation program, wben overall performance and 
overall entry-sc;;;es were tested, the res·ults were signifi-
. 
·cant at the .01 level. Since this , progr~m had a l.ow entry 
requirement, thereby permitting entry by way of Basic 
Literacy, the significant:e may be due to the low academic 
b~~kground of this group of students. ·jFot: Bus;ness Educa-
tion the route of entry was ·nat ~~?ni£+ant1y ielated, 
thereby suggesting ·that the age and experience of BTSD 
. \ .. 
. students may have counterba~anced the superior academic . 
background of th'e' students from public· school.· 
Tables 2 and 3 · show that the students from BTSD had 
the highest performance scores, followed b~- public school · 
• I 
and Basic Literacy in that order. The raw data indicate 
that 9 0% of the students from Iksic Literacy entered their 
program wit~~- the minimum ~ntry--Grade · VIII. · For BTSD and 
;' 
public school these percentages ~ were 12 and 26%, respectivE!ly. 
Thi-s · suggests that level of entry may be reiated to per-
formance scores. 
Th~ test results also indicate tha~ some differences 
.. 
may be due to the sex of the students. For Heavy Equipment 
O_peration the Basic Literacy route may· have had its:; effect, 
·. 
··· ~ but of interest ·also :bs the comparison of performance 
between the students from BTSD and the students from public 
school in each pro~ram. In Heavy Equipment Operation, where 
the sample was 100% male·, 90% of BTSD students and 77% o f 
.. 
-----·------ -~ .. - · ..,... ·-~~, ...... -......,.~~1·:"·1 
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I 
. ; I . 
public school students had a performance level., of 2, 
... whereas";fn. Business Education where the sample was 98% 
.. 
fe~nale, these p~rcentages were 49 and 35%, respectiv.ely_. 
Since t .. hese results are from two different programs, 
generalizations are not recommended but these tests do 
suggest that further investigation is necessary. 
The experience fqctor, although not signi.ficadt at the · 
.05 level, did , produ~e interesting results. For the stu-
. \ ·' '· 
. . ~ · . . 
dents in the Heavy Equipment Operation program. 'prior . 
· experience w'"!-s surprisingly. a non-factor. The test results 
i.ndicat.ed .near identical · ratios within the columns and · 
within the rows,· thereby giving a significance lev~l of 
0.967. It had been speculated that ·students who "'rre 
experienced truck driver~ and heavy equipment .operators 
would have : a clear advantage over the in·experienced students, 
but the t J stt results indicated that no such differences 
existed. 
In Business Education. the relationsi'}ips were not sig- . ·. 
. i 
nificant but the speculation that inexperienced students · 
would be at a disadvantage was verified. . Sixty-eight per 
cent of the students with no experience had a performance 
score of 1, whereas for indirect and di~ect experience 
the percentages were 48 ~nd 40%, respectively. 
The test results for the ext'erience factor indicated 
differences that may . have· been related to the sex of t~~ 
students. These cha-racteristics need further study to deter-
· mine whether this is true for' other programs and other 
popula tiona • 
.. . ~: · :--:----;-:,~~-,....:. =! .~~'-':~': ·~. ~4 .3.,~ . ,_,. ... .. ~ ....... ..,. .•. -~ 
' ~· . ~ . 
' .. 11 i ' ( ' . . _ ... . . 
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~ The scope , of this study is somewhat narrow in that 
the data 
college. 
corn~ from only two programs ·in 
. ~ . C'. . ' 
Furthermore, the only testing 
was .the Chi-square test of ·significance. 
one community 
instrument used . 
. \ 
More def1.nitive 
explanations may be revealed if test instruments such as 
~ mult~ple !egression analysis and analysis of variance were 
applied to the data. 
It is therefore recommended that a more extensive 
· study .be undertaken that will include more progr·arns, more 
learning i~stitutions, more st~dents; and ~ore factors. 
Also, the data should be subjected to more testing instru-
• 
ments that will more· strongly,indicate the effects and ;.the· ' 
magnit~de of these effects on students' success. 
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21 Emoire venue 
Stcnhenville, t·;e,··foundland 
Sentember 6, 1983 
Vice President 
I ( 
Boy St. George ·community Colle~e 
Stephenville ·, N~·foundland 
Dear Fred; 
ReferP.nce our convers:1tion regardin.a: access to 
' 
student file data, nlease con~ider this a request for 
ocrmission to use the student data in order to conduct 
• r . a study ·as· nart of the req~irement~ for a l·laster~ in 
Education de~ree • 
'l'he !':tudy I am considerin~ deal~ ' ·i th the Business 
.Education and Heavy Equiomr.nt Oneratidn ·courses.· I 
oror>ose to inve~ti,gat,- "-'hether certain f:;!ctors · are 
. • I 
... 
si~nificantly related to student success in thesj courses, 
I hooe the ... information gathered \·'ill be of !':orne brnefi t 
to a number of your departm~nts • 
I r 
This Nork , .. i 11 . be done during the eveninr::<1 and on 
.. ,.·eekcnds and the security 1·ill need to be aware of my 
schedu.~e. 
;, I trust that this request is reasonab}e and I look 
for your usual··.coooeration in these matters. 
Thank-you. 
,1 Yours truly, 
' 
Riley Kendall 
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